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ABSTRACT:
To address whether the Brazil-Russia-India-China-South Africa (BRICS) bloc contributes to
decolonising (as opposed to recolonising) world order visions, this presentation will cover
three papers currently in the publication process, with an agenda of provoking
consideration of three central questions:
 are the BRICS anti-imperial or sub-imperial?;
 will the BRICS New Development Bank mitigate or amplify financial imperialism?;
and
 with the end of the Africa Rising hype, what potential is there for an African Uprising
against adverse consequences of the BRICS’ ‘New Scramble for Africa’ agenda?
(My answers: sub-imperial, amplify, and enormous.)
Introduction: Anti-or sub-imperial BRICS?
First, is there a coherent theoretical approach capable of incorporating into contemporary
political economy the Brazil-Russia-India-South Africa (BRICS) countries’ alliance? A more
explicitly theoretical strategy is needed to contend with two kinds of normativities
associated with the new industry of BRICS ‘think tank’ cooperation, donor interest and
researcher opportunism on the one hand, and on the other with romanticism displayed by
radical Third Worldist analysts. The pages below argue for an interpretation of BRICS not
typically comprehensible within the mainstream of analysis: ‘subimperialism,’ based on
locating the BRICS within global uneven and combined development.
Mainstream international relations (IR) and diplomacy scholars find it soothing to deploy
the concept of ‘middle powers’ (e.g. Bischoff 2003, Carter 1997, Schoeman 2000). Applied
to ‘emerging powers’ (Carter 2014, Hurrell 2006, Jordaan 2003) there are traits that hint at
a potential differences from the way countries like Canada and Australia fit snugly within a
1 The publications are a chapter in The Palgrave Handbook of Critical International Political Economy edited
by Alan Cafruny, Gonzalo Pozo and Leila Simona Talani, London, Palgrave MacMillan, 2016; Third World
Quarterly April 2016; and a book to be published by the Mapungubwe Institute for Strategic Reflection
(Mistra) based on the Great Recession Colloquium, University of South Africa, Pretoria, 30 September 2015.
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status quo global power structure. South Africa is a particularly vibrant site of study, as
increasing concern about the country’s ‘talk left walk right’ (Bond 2006) foreign policy has
compelled conventional analysts to offer arguments about the leadership’s reasonable
ambitions to reform global institutions such as the International Monetary Fund
(Alexandroff 2015, Qobo and Dube 2015).
In contrast, within the international political economy (IPE) tradition, there are both
popular and academic reports on how the BRICS are becoming counter-hegemons, offering
an alternative to the Washington Consensus (Desai 2013, Bello 2014, Campbell 2014,
Weisbrot 2014, Whitney 2015). That alternative allegedly comes from ‘ever-widening
policy space created by the growing weight of the BRICs in the global economy,’ as Cornel
Ban and Mark Blyth (2013) put it, because the BRICS’ ‘autonomy relative to the coercive
apparatus of the International Financial Institutions has enabled more state-led
development interventions than would have been the case otherwise.’ South-South
Cooperation in the form of new financial institutions and a wide variety of other
collaborate BRICS interventions are considered.
The danger of framing BRICS in these ways, as Susan Strange (1982, 479) explained in one
of the original critiques of IR, is the construction of a potential new ‘emerging powers’
regime contesting world power, even if it:
…is, for the most part a fad, one of those shifts of fashion not too difficult to explain as
a temporary reaction to events in the real world but in itself making little in the way of
a long-term contribution to knowledge. Second, it is imprecise and woolly. Third, it is
value-biased, as dangerous as loaded dice. Fourth, it distorts by overemphasising the
static and underemphasising the dynamic element of change in world politics. And
fifth, it is narrow minded, rooted in a state-centric paradigm that limits vision of a
wider reality.
In contrast, a more critical perspective on international political economy should locate the
BRICS within world capitalism’s tendencies towards uneven and combined development.
The amplification of unevenness that has made the BRICS so prominent became most
obvious in the period since the 2008 meltdown, but these economies should be understood
as reflecting the uneven development of global capital within an overall crisis of overaccumulation beginning in the late 1960s. Initially this meant that the corporate search for
higher profits de-industrialised large parts of the advanced capitalist countries, while
finance became a much greater source of revenue for the major industrial firms.
Geographically, that meant manufacturing production became footloose during the 1960s,
moving from the US and Europe to Japan (then an inexpensive cog in the world production
system), then to the Newly Industrialising Countries and Mexican maquiladores in the
1970s, and then from the 1980s, to the east coast of China and other inexpensive
production locations in East Asia. Within this movement of capital, the ‘combined’ nature of
capital and non-capitalist relations served accumulation, especially in its externalisation of
all manner of social reproduction and environmental costs. However, it is not merely the
siting of new capital fixed investment but the geopolitical importance of the BRICS,
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especially in combination, that allows us to bring the five countries’ alliance into focus
within a theory of imperialism.
In defining imperialism just over a century ago, Rosa Luxemburg ([1913] 1968, 397)
considered how capitalist crisis ‘spurs capital on to a continual extension of the market,’
today called ‘globalisation.’ Her core insight – as distinct from those of Lenin, Bukharin,
Hilferding, Hobson, and others of her era – was that ‘capital cannot accumulate without the
aid of non-capitalist’ relations and ‘only the continuous and progressive disintegration of
non-capitalist organisation makes accumulation of capital possible.’ Evidence from South
Africa, Namibia and the Democratic Republic of the Congo proved exceptionally helpful
(see Bond, Chitonge, and Hopfmann 2007) as she argued:
Non-capitalist relations provide a fertile soil for capitalism; more strictly: capital feeds on
the ruins of such relations, and although this non-capitalist milieu is indispensable for
accumulation, the latter proceeds at the cost of this medium nevertheless, by eating it up.
Historically, the accumulation of capital is a kind of metabolism between capitalist
economy and those pre-capitalist methods of production without which it cannot go on and
which, in this light, it corrodes and assimilates (Luxemburg 1968, 397).
After the era of colonial power relations that facilitated this relationship, amplified in South
Africa by apartheid (Wolpe, 1980), a new set of multilateral and interstate relations
emerged for what were considered more efficient and legitimate modes of imperial
accumulation, especially through the Bretton Woods Institutions. A half century ago, the
concept of subimperialism allowed Ruy Mauro Marini (1965, 22) to explain the Brazilian
case in these terms: ‘It is not a question of passively accepting North American power
(although the actual correlation of forces often leads to that result), but rather of
collaborating actively with imperialist expansion, assuming in this expansion the position
of a key nation.’
In the last decade, the renewal of this process – crisis, extension of the market, amplified
super-exploitative relations between capitalist and non-capitalist spheres, worsening
inequality, financialised economies and geopolitical rearrangements requiring
collaboration with emerging powers – requires an understanding of a ‘new imperialism.’
Here, David Harvey (2003, 185-186) adds the layer later to be termed the BRICS:
The opening up of global markets in both commodities and capital created openings for
other states to insert themselves into the global economy, first as absorbers but then as
producers of surplus capitals. They then became competitors on the world stage. What
might be called ‘subimperialisms’ arose... Each developing center of capital
accumulation sought out systematic spatio-temporal fixes for its own surplus capital by
defining territorial spheres of influence.
Such surplus capital needs outlets. By mid-2015, with a half-trillion dollars departing China
over the prior 15 months notwithstanding firm exchange controls, the BRICS overall capital
outflows had become exceptional. Within Africa, South Africa’s interests are defining the
sub-continent (‘Sub-Saharan Africa’) as the territorial sphere of influence into which to
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channel its flows. Projects such as the 2001 New Partnership for Africa’s Development and
2005 African Peer Review Mechanism reflected an earlier dedication to this effort (Bond
2005, 2009). But they suffered such huge contradictions and setbacks that today, much
more explicit financial channels are needed to direct the surpluses into potentially
profitable long-term outlets, including the 2012 Programme for Infrastructure
Development in Africa (PIDA). The PIDA energy routes are especially revealing, in tracing
how closely Africa’s neo-colonial accumulation agenda resembles colonialism’s. To ensure
that commodities move from plantation or mine to smelter to port, PIDA offers roads,
railroads and bridges and especially energy transmission infrastructure.
The amounts of funding being discussed in the African Union and United Nations are
substantial, and include the $100 billion Inga Hydropower Project on the Congo River
which will, if all phases are complete, supply more than 42,000 MegaWatts of power (three
times the capacity of China’s Three Gorges dam). Mining and smelting are the logical
beneficiaries, as is currently the case as a result of Inga’s early stages under the Mobutu
regime. This is only the largest mega-project in what PIDA anticipates could be $93 billion
worth of annual infrastructure investments.
To seed many of these projects, South Africa’s Development Bank of Southern Africa
(DBSA) was given an additional $2 billion in capital in 2013-14 to enhance its cross-border
expansion. The largest single infrastructure loan that the World Bank has ever made, for
$3.75 billion, went to South Africa’s Eskom parastatal in several tranches starting in 2010,
in order to pay for a 4800 MW coal-fired power plant whose cost escalation raised
consumer prices dramatically, in turn causing countless community riots. But meanwhile,
due to apartheid-era sweetheart deals renewed after 1994, the world’s largest mining
house, BHP Billiton, continued to receive the world’s cheapest electricity (US$0.01/kWh)
from Eskom, a tenth what consumers paid (Bond 2014).
And yet even before the post-2008 commodities price crash – which began in 2011 and
worsened dramatically in 2014 – debt repayment terms and returns on investment in
Africa were not sustainable. This was a function of volatile world markets, to be sure, but
also a result of extreme overhyping of Africa’s growth prospects. Those establishment
voices promoting ‘Africa Rising’ as a means of relegitimating the export-led primarycommodity economic model failed to consider that while incomes were rising in the range
of 6 percent per annum, so too was Africa’s wealth decreasing by an equivalent amount (as
measured by the World Bank, 2011) for a simple reason: GDP measures extraction of nonrenewable minerals as a credit and doesn’t count ‘natural capital depletion’ as a debit. By
following the 2012 Gaborone Declaration (a natural capital accounting endorsement by ten
African states, the World Bank and Conservation International), a more accurate
recounting of Africa’s economic well-being would reveal systemic, large-scale looting. In
the Bank’s (2014, vi-vii) language, ‘aggregate gross savings and formation of human capital
are not sufficient to compensate for depreciation of produced capital, depletion of natural
capital and population growth. The result: the region is wealth depleting.’ Only 12 percent
of sub-Saharan African countries surveyed were not losing net wealth, at a time they were
meant to be ‘rising’. The period of the 2002-08 commodity price super-cycle boom was
only the most pronounced moment of natural capital depletion.
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BRICS and the subimperial financial stance
While outflows of capital from Africa – including the main economic powerhouses of South
Africa, Nigeria and Egypt – grew worse since the commodity boom began in 2002, quite
substantial countervailing flows of surplus capital were directed into Africa in search of
both FDI and ‘portfolio’ (financial sector) investments. These will soon be even more
observable through an institutional arrangement not as excessively influenced by the West
and its conditionalities. Starting in 2016, the BRICS – Brazil, Russia, India, China and South
Africa – bloc will be lending through both a BRICS New Development Bank (NDB)
headquartered in Shanghai and a Contingent Reserve Arrangement (CRA) for liquidity.
Both were capitalised at $100 billion notionally, though the NDB has only $10 billion in
immediate capital injections ($2.5 billion each) with the rest ‘callable’, and the CRA simply
moved forex reserves into a notional bail-out fund. Deliberations on the institutions were
highlights of the March 2012 New Delhi, 2013 Durban, 2014 Fortaleza and 2015 Ufa
summits of BRICS leaders.
At those summits and in between at many Bretton Woods Institution annual meetings and
G20 summits, BRICS finance ministers regularly expressed dissatisfaction with the
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International Monetary Fund’s (IMF’s) governance, notwithstanding having collectively
spent $75 billion on the IMF’s recapitalisation in 2012. To the surprise and disappointment
of many BRICS supporters, however, the CRA actually empowers the IMF because, if a
member country is in need of more than 30 percent of its borrowing quota it must first go
to the IMF for a structural adjustment loan and conditionality before accessing more from
the CRA. For South Africa, whose foreign debt rose from around $30 billion in 2003 to
nearly $150 billion a dozen years later – i.e., more than 40 percent of GDP, which puts it in
the debt-crisis danger zone – this would mean that only $3 billion is available from the CRA
before recourse to the IMF would be necessary. In 1985, the last time this debt ratio was
hit, the then leader of apartheid South Africa found it necessary to default on $13 billion in
short-term debt payments coming due, to close the stock exchange and to impose exchange
controls.

Moreover, both the CRA and NDB are US dollar-denominated lenders, instead of
establishing a fusion mechanism for their own monies: the real, ruble, rupee, renmimbi and
rand. As a result, it was not merely rhetoric for the Chinese People’s Daily (2014) to observe
at Fortaleza that the BRICS ‘are actually meeting Western demands’ by arranging the NDB
and CRA ‘to finance development of developing nations and stabilise the global financial
market.’ Such BRICS subservience would, remarked financier Ousmène Jacques Mandeng
(2014) of Pramerica Investment Management in a Financial Times blog, ‘help overcome the
main constraints of the global financial architecture. It may well be the piece missing to
promote actual financial globalisation.’ As Brazil’s Ministry of Finance reminded in July
2015, the CRA ‘will contribute to promoting international financial stability, as it will
complement the current global network of financial protection. It will also reinforce the
world’s economic and financial agents’ trust’ (BRICS Post, 2015). In September 2015, this
was confirmed by the South African vice president, Leslie Maasdorp (2015):
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Some misconceptions have surfaced in public commentary about the bank. The first is
that it was created as a rival to the World Bank and the IMF. As New Development Bank
president KV Kamath has said, the objective is not to challenge or replace the existing
system of development finance — it is to improve and complement the system. The
purpose of the bank, as expressed in our articles, is to “mobilise resources for
infrastructure and sustainable development projects in Brics and other emerging
economies, complementing the existing efforts of multilateral and regional
development banks.”
One of the CRA’s objectives, according to South African Treasury officials, is to ‘complement
existing international arrangements’ (Republic of South Africa, Department of National
Treasury 2012). Two earlier attempts along these lines involving China – the Chiang Mai
Initiative and Asian Monetary Fund – were similarly accommodationist, notwithstanding
the extreme anger in Asia in 1997-98 when they were first promoted by elites insulted by
whole-scale takeover of macroeconomic policy by IMF officials. And these were never
deployed in any case.
Nevertheless, a great deal of the BRICS bloc’s credibility amongst international political
commentators rests upon aggressive rhetoric about potential global financial interventions.
According to Horace Campbell (2014), ‘Ultimately, in the context of the present currency
wars, the CRA will replace the IMF as the provider of resources for BRICS members and
other poor societies when there are balance of payments difficulties.’ Mark Weisbrot
(2014) argues that the CRA ‘has the potential to break the pattern not only of US-EU global
dominance but also of the harmful conditions typically attached to balance of payments
support.’ According to Walden Bello (2014), both the CRA and NDB ‘aim to break the global
North’s chokehold on finance and development.’ Radhika Desai (2013) argues, ‘The BRICS
are building a challenge to western economic supremacy.’ And after the Ufa summit,
according to Mike Whitney (2015) of CounterPunch, ‘The dollar is toast. The IMF is toast.
The US debt market (US Treasuries) is toast… Ufa marks a fundamental change in thinking,
a fundamental change in approach, and a fundamental change in strategic orientation.’
In reality, not only does the CRA stipulate an IMF agreement once 30 percent of the quota is
reached, but only the five CRA members (not other countries) get CRA access. Hence
applause for the ‘alternative’ BRICS financial initiatives came logically from both Jim Yong
Kim at the World Bank and Christine Lagarde at the International Monetary Fund. Likewise
in 2015 more than 40 countries – including several from Europe including Britain – became
founder-members of China’s Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, and it received
endorsement from Kim (Reuters 2014), foiling Barack Obama’s sabotage diplomacy.
In these respects, following Marini, the BRICS are ‘collaborating actively with imperialist
expansion, assuming in this expansion the position of a key’ bloc, whose own interests also
rest in subimperialist stabilisation of international financial power relations, for the
advancement of their own regional domination strategies. If this was not the case, it would
have been logical for the BRICS to instead have supported the Banco del Sur (Bank of the
South). Founded by the late Venezuelan president Hugo Chavez in 2007 and supported by
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Ecuador, Paraguay, and Uruguay, Banco del Sur already had $7
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billion in capital by 2013 (Andes, 2013). It offered a more profound development finance
challenge to the Washington Consensus, especially after Ecuadoran radical economists led
by Pedro Paez improved the design. Instead, it was repeatedly sabotaged by more
conservative Brazilian bureaucrats and likewise opposed by Pretoria, which refused to join
it during the Mbeki era.
Yet flaws in the global financial architecture remain vividly apparent and another world
financial crisis is looming given how much unjustified liquidity the US, European Union and
Japan have pumped into the world’s banks, with so little new direct investment to show for
it. The BRICS strategy – especially in relation to the expedited extraction of Africa’s
minerals, petroleum, gas, and cash crops – raises questions about how different its procorporate economic growth model will be, compared to the West’s, and whether its role in
world capitalism is limited to assimilation rather than what is needed: a rupture from
existing orthodox models, such as a radically new approach to development finance.
Nowhere is this more true than in Africa.
Indeed as a result of turbulence in financial markets in 2013 (affecting four out of five
BRICS) and crashing mineral and oil prices from 2011 and especially 2014 (hurting
especially Brazil, Russia and South Africa), not to mention the 2014-15 financial squeeze on
Russia for geopolitical reasons, the risk of relying upon commodity export strategies was
unveiled. The $100 billion CRA would quickly be exhausted in the event of a more serious
financial meltdown. Perhaps those sums can be increased in coming years, because at
present they are incapable of warding off emerging-market financial melting of the sort
witnessed since the mid-1990s, when numerous countries have needed a $50 billion
package overnight so as to halt financial disinvestment in the form of herd-instinct runs,
including Russia’s record mid-1998 $57 billion bailout (Bond 2003).
The failure to fundamentally challenge global power is obvious not only in finance but
more broadly in geopolitics. Aside from Putin’s halting of the proposed US bombing of Syria
at the September 2013 G20 meeting followed by his 2015 allocation of troops and air
support to the Assad regime, his giving Edward Snowden safe haven, and the BRICS’
promotion of Russia’s geostrategic interests in relation to Crimea and Ukraine, the
strategies advocated by the five countries’ leaders have so far had no discernible effect on
the world’s broader political, economic and ecological crises. Within the IMF, for example,
Chinese voting power has risen substantially but left no genuine change in the institution’s
agenda. As for the World Bank, its presidency was taken by Obama’s nominee Kim in 2012
without a united response from the BRICS nations (Fry 2012). The Brazilians nominated a
progressive economist, Jose Antonio Ocampo; the South Africans nominated neoliberal
Nigerian finance minister Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala; and the Russians supported Kim. As for
China, the reward for not putting up a fight was getting leadership of the bank’s
International Finance Corporation for Jin-Yong Cai. An Indian, Kaushik Basu, was made
World Bank chief economist. In the IMF, while China’s voting share increased, Africa’s
decreased. Yet the increase has not permitted China or other BRICS any genuine leverage,
for the US Republican Party in Congress consistently refuses to codify a full set of
adjustments to power relations, leaving BRICS financial leaders furious but impotent.One
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danger of these financial relations is the BRICS’ role in renewed carbon market strategies
to address climate change, an explicit case of subimperialism (Böhm et al, 2012).
The main evidence of economic continuities not change is China’s ongoing financing of
Washington’s massive trade deficit by continuing to hold more than $1.5 trillion of US
Treasury bills. Indeed, at the very time the Fed’s monetary policy signaling was helping to
tear apart the BRICS grouping in mid-2013, China was increasing its T-bill holdings at a
record rate. In the first half of 2015, there were a few indications of deleveraging based on
the forced sales of US Treasury bills of about $100 billion (out of $3.7 trillion in Chinese
foreign exchange reserves) (Durden 2015) as well as 600 tonnes of gold purchases over the
course of a month. This was, though, a consequence of dramatic capital outflows,
amounting to $280 billion in the first half of 2015 and to $520 billion going back a further
three quarters, which was partly responsible for China’s $3.5 trillion stock market crash in
mid-2015. As the ZeroHedge blogger ‘Durden’ (2015) remarked,
A capital exodus of that pace and magnitude would suggest that something is very,
very wrong with not only China’s economy, but its capital markets, and last but not
least, its capital controls, which prohibit any substantial outbound capital flight (at
least for ordinary people)… China is forced to liquidate US Treasury paper even
though it does not want to, merely to fund a capital outflow unlike anything it has
seen in history.
Notwithstanding rhetoric about increasing use of BRICS currencies or barter trade, not
much more is being done to end the destructive system in which the US dollar has world
seigniorage – i.e., it is the world’s reserve currency, no matter how badly Washington
officials abuse that power. If China really wants the renminbi to one day take its place, the
pace at which this is happening is agonisingly slow, with only a 2014 energy deal between
Russia and China hinting at future post-dollar trade. Even if the renmimbi is assimilated
with the dollar, euro, yen and pound as an IMF-approved world currency, in the meantime,
as mid-2013 financial chaos showed, the other BRICS countries’ economies paid the price.
The BRICS experiment won’t stand or fall on narrow grounds of development finance. But
the most critical aspects of the world economy operate through finance, for financiers still
pull the strings in most national contexts, including in South Africa. Given the context of
such extreme need for change, it is worth examining South Africa’s particular stance, given
its own record of having so dramatically moved from one kind of subimperialist power – a
rogue regime hated by all civilised people – to another kind, one with enormous legitimacy
in 1994. And the ordinary people and natural environment of the entire continent of Africa
are the primary victims of the routing of development finance to the continent through
South Africa.
Implications of the sub-imperial BRICS for society and politics
Consider a warning offered by William Robinson (2015:1) in Third World Quarterly:
Global integration and transnational capitalist class formation have advanced significantly
in the BRICS. BRICS protagonism is aimed less at challenging the prevailing international
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order than at opening up space in the global system for more extensive integration and a
less asymmetric global capitalism… By misreading the BRICS, critical scholars and the
global left run the risk of becoming cheerleaders for repressive states and transnational
capitalists in the South. We would be better off by a denouement of the BRICS states and
siding with ‘BRICS from below’ struggles of popular and working class forces.
Given the NDB and CRA positioning and personnel discussed above, it is foolish and
perhaps dangerous to invest hope in the BRICS ‘alternative’ to Bretton Woods. A genuine
replacement of imperialist finance would be based upon:
 the sort of default on unpayable, unjustifiable debt that Argentina managed to
accomplish in 2002;
 exchange controls that countries like Malaysia (in 1998) and Venezuela (in 2003)
imposed on their elites (as did Greece in mid-2015);
 new regional currency arrangements such as Ecuador’s proposed sucre;
 solidarity financing for South governments resisting imperialism, as was cruelly
suggested (by Russia’s deputy finance minister) might be available to Greece in July 2015
but then never transpired; and
 socially- and ecologically-conscious financing strategies tied to compatible trade (like
ALBA) such as were once proposed and seed-funded by Chavez in the stillborn Bank of the
South.
For the most part, the BRICS eschew these until it is too late, as witnessed in China’s
desperation regulation of its stock market in July 2015. The need for dramatic changes to
global financial governance is more than obvious, yet the gumption to make these changes
has not been generated from political movements either from above or below. From the
vantage point of South Africa, one of the ‘fragile five’ emerging markets that began suffering
sharp currency crashes in mid-2013 as the US Federal Reserve’s Quantitative Easing was
tapered, the dangers of ongoing financial turbulence should be obvious. Yet in its 2015
world public-opinion survey, the Pew Research Center’s Global Attitudes Project (2015)
found that only one-third of South Africans identified ‘international financial instability’ as
a major threat (third highest, after climate change and Chinese economic competition)
compared to 52 percent of those polled across the world (for whom it was a close second,
after climate change at 54 percent).
Priority given by population to global threats, 2015: percent ‘very concerned’
South
Brazil Russia India China
World
Africa
Climate change
75
22
73
19
47
46
Economic instability
60
43
49
16
33
42
ISIS
46
18
41
9
26
41
Iran’s nuclear threat
49
15
28
8
25
31
Cyber-attacks
47
14
45
12
28
30
Tensions with Russia
33
NA
30
9
18
24
China territory disputes
28
8
38
NA
22
18
Source: Pew Global Research (2015)
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This ongoing ignorance is a shame, because since South African freedom was won in 1994,
the rand has collapsed seven times by more than 15 percent within a few weeks (Bond
2014). The crash from 2011 through 2015 was more than half against the US dollar. (The
other laggard on public consciousness in 2015 was China, with only 16 percent of those
polled ranking economic instability a major concern.)
One result of the low level of public awareness and discussion is that ten positions have
formed which appear to be solidifying, in terms of political standpoints to BRICS: three
associated with BRICS elites; three with BRICS intellectuals; three ‘from below’, as
Robinson anticipates; and the loudest being BRICS critics from above.
TEN IDEOLOGICAL STANDPOINTS IN RELATION TO THE BRICS
1. BRICS from above – heads of state, corporates and elite allies
o 1.1 BRICS as anti-imperialist: foreign ministry rhetoric – ‘Talk Left, Walk Right’ – based upon nationalliberation traditions, with some concrete actions (such as opposition to Intellectual Property applied to
medicines, especially for AIDS, safe haven for US spy whistleblower Edward Snowden and hostility to the
proposed US bombing of Syria in 2013)
o 1.2 BRICS as subimperialist: relegitimisation of ‘globalisation’, lubricating neoliberalism in – and exploiting –
BRICS hinterlands, intensifying structural exploitation of poor/workers/women/nature on behalf of
global/local capital, ensuring maximum greenhouse gas emissions alongside BASIC/US no matter the
local/continental/global consequences, and even sometimes playing a ‘deputy sheriff’ role to world
hegemons
o 1.3 BRICS as inter-imperialist: potential new internet delinked from the US; promotion of Putin v Obama in
September 2013 at G20; and backing Russia in Crimea/Ukraine conflict
2. Brics from the middle – BRICS Academic Forum, intellectuals, trade unions, NGOs
o 2.1 pro-BRICS advocates: most of Academic Forum, most establishment ‘think tanks’, the ‘Civil BRICS’
initiated by Russia, and others (including leftists) claiming BRICS will increasingly challenge global injustices
o 2.2 wait-and-see about BRICS: most NGOs and their funders – as well as most ‘Third Worldist’ intellectuals –
who wish for BRICS to become ‘anti-impi’ in the UN and Bretton Woods Institutions, using the New
Development Bank and Contingent Reserve Arrangement, etc.
o 2.3 critics of BRICS: those associated with BRICS-from-below networks who consider BRICS to be ‘subimpis’
and sometimes also ‘inter-impis’
3. BRICS from below – grassroots activists whose visions run local to global
o 3.1 localist: stuck within local or sectoral silos, including myriad momentary ‘popcorn protests’ (even some
against BRICS corporations or projects) that are insurgent, unstrategic, at constant risk of becoming
xenophobic, and prone to populist demagoguery
o 3.2 nationally bound: most civil society activists who are vaguely aware of BRICS and are hostile to it, yet
who are so bound up in national and sectoral battles – most of which counteract BRICS’ agenda – that they fail
to link up even in areas that would serve their interests
o 3.3 solidaristic-internationalist: ‘global justice movement’ allies providing solidarity to allies across the
BRICS when they are repressed and jointly campaigning for human and ecological rights against common
BRICS enemies (such as Vale, the China Development Bank, DBSA, Transnet/mega-shipping, fossil fuel
corporations and other polluters, and the coming BRICS Development Bank)
4. pro-West business – most organic intellectuals of business connected to Old Money, multinationalcorporate branch plants, northern-centric institutions and political parties, all increasingly worried that
BRICS may act as a coherent anti-Western bloc some day (a phenomenon mainly evident in South Africa given
its important unpatriotric bourgeoisie)
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The co-optation problem is most interesting for critical International Political Economy,
especially given that the division between strands of BRICS-from-the-middle NGOs and
intellectuals has grown more substantial. As noted at the outset, normally critical
commentators (Bello, Campbell, Desai, Weisbrot and Whitney) endorsed the new BRICS
financial institutions albeit without trying to confront the contradictions. In contrast,
former South Centre director Yash Tandon (2014) did engage, alleging that ‘Bond and his
colleagues are inventing a category that simply does not exist. It is a distraction from real
issues of concern to progressive forces everywhere.’ (Slightly less critical is Bill Martin,
2013.) Worse, according to Vladimir Shubin (2013), ‘The criticisms of BRICS from the left
come from those who occupy a “perfectionist” stance. However it is naïve (at the best) to
expect the very existence of BRICS to radically change the world.’
There is similar angst about the critique of subimperialism within the collection of several
dozen ‘BRICS-from-the-middle’ NGOs and even BRICS-from-below social movements. After
two counter-summits highly critical of BRICS were held by civil society groups in Durban
(2013) and Fortaleza (2014), a Moscow ‘Civil-BRICS’ (2015) conference was convened
through official catalysts with the explicit aim of granting legitimacy to BRICS elites at the
same time those same governments were clamping down on dissidents internally.
A genuine BRICS-from-below strategy is possible but not yet in place (Bond and Garcia
2015). One feature of BRICS subimperialism, as Sam Moyo and Paris Yeros (2015, p.247)
explain is that:
whatever emergence occurred under monopoly capitalism, and its financial and
technological domination, it could only be based on the super-exploitation of domestic
labour (not the social pacts characterising the centres of imperialism). It was this
internal relation that intensified external dependence, creating the need for export
markets for semi-peripheral manufactures and exertion of regional political-military
influence, so as to resolve its chronic profit realisation crisis.
As a result, argues Ray Kiely (2015, p.1) in his assessment of BRICS, “Perhaps the most
important development in the international order in recent years is actually the rise in
global inequality.” This, in turn, sets the stage for intensified social resistance. And because
of the way that, as Luxemburg pointed out, capitalism needs to ‘eat up’ pre-capitalist
relations, such resistances will necessarily build on the myriad of anti-extractivist politics
emerging across the BRICS hinterlands. To illustrate, in Africa, social protests recorded by
Agence France Press (for the African Development Bank et al, 2015) have soared since
2010 and what might have been a 2011 blip was in fact succeeded in 2012 and 2013 by
even higher levels, with a slight decline in 2014. The protests include a variety of socioeconomic grievances but what may be of use in future is more attention to the ways that
the combination of global capitalist crisis – especially fast-falling commodity prices – and
bottom-up resistance make it less profitable for transnational corporations of whatever
origin to operate on the continent (Bond and Garcia, 2015).
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With greater protest aimed at reasserting the primacy of poor and working people’s needs,
the BRICS project could indeed have much to recommend it. But the balance of forces
would have to shift so dramatically, that the alternative strategies for financing spelled out
above might see the light of day, for example. But such a shift is most unlikely if the
governments of Dilma, Putin, Modi, Jinping and Zuma continue as seems likely for at least
several years ahead, and if the BRICS corporations and financiers address their
overaccumulation crises by exporting capital in much the same manner that imperialists
have always done (since Luxemburg pointed out the relationship to imperialism a century
ago). Under these circumstances, which appear definitive, then the BRICS will deserve to be
considered a subimperialist bloc.
As global commodity super-cycle ends, Africans are uprising against ‘Africa Rising’
After the 2011 peak of the commodity super-cycle, it was simply illogical to proclaim that
Africa was ‘rising’ given its economies’ dependence upon primary exports, and with most
major mining houses’ value crashing on the world’s stock exchanges, not even corporate
exploitation of Africa can disguise the crisis. Yet this case requires continuous revisiting
given how damaging the neoliberal export-oriented strategy was to genuine popular
development, gender equity and Africa’s natural environment.
The pages that follow take these considerations further in two ways. First, a series of
related aspects of this structured exploitation are explored: excessive profit-taking through
Illicit Financial Flows and also licit financial flows; the general outflow of profits and
dividends associated with Foreign Direct Investment; the resulting rise in Africa’s foreign
debt to unprecedented heights; South African subimperial capital accumulation; the
subsidisation and financing of new extractive infrastructure and financing; the
uncompensated depletion of Africa’s ‘natural capital’; land grabs; militarisation; and
climate change. But those interested in balanced socio-economic development and
preserving ecological integrity can be encouraged about widespread social resistance in
Africa, which can potentially achieve greater organisation in the course of addressing Africa
Rising, by way of Africans uprising.
The conditions for reproduction of daily life in Africa have not improved as a result of the
frenetic expansion of global capitalism, given that this process has for the past third of a
century entailed structural adjustment austerity imposed by the Bretton Woods
Institutions, has been carried out by dictatorships or at best semi-democratic regimes, has
had the effect of deepening Resource Curses due to extractive industry exploitation and has
amplified other political, economic and ecological injustices. The ‘Great Recession’ the
world entered from 2007 exacerbated these problems.
As a result, contrary to ‘Africa Rising’ rhetoric, a new wave of protests arose across the
continent since 2010. The African Development Bank (AfDB) commissions annual
measurements based upon journalistic data, which suggest that major public protests rose
from an index level of 100 in 2000 to nearly 450 in 2011. Instead of falling back after the
Arab Spring – especially acute in Tunisia, Egypt and Morocco – the index of protests rose
higher still, to 520 in 2012, as Algeria, Angola, Burkina Faso, Chad, Gabon, Morocco, Nigeria,
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South Africa and Uganda maintained the momentum of 2011 (AfDB et al 2013). In 2013,
the index rose still higher, to 550 (AfDB et al 2014). In 2014 it fell back just slightly, but as
in the earlier years, the main causes of protest were socio-economic injustices (AfDB et al
2015).
Figure 1: Public protests in Africa, 1996-2014

Source: African Development Bank et al (2015: xv)
There are all manner of reasons for dissent, but according to Agence France Press and
Reuters reports, the vast majority since 2011 were over inadequate wages and working
conditions, low quality of public service delivery, social divides, state repression and lack of
political reform (African Development Bank et al 2015: xvi). A good share of the turmoil in
Africa prior to the 2011 upsurge took place in the vicinity of mines and mineral wealth, as
reflected in mappings of ‘Armed Conflict Location Events Data (Berman et al 2014).
Ironically, as the uprisings gathered steam, this was an era advertised in the mainstream
press as ‘Africa Rising’ (e.g., Perry 2012, Robertson 2013). Per capita Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) levels rose rapidly, with most of the gains occurring from 1999-2008. There
was even a momentary hoax-type claim from the African Development Bank’s economist
Mthuli Ncube in April 2011, endorsed by the Wall Street Journal, that ‘one in three Africans
is middle class’ with the absolute number varying from 313 to 350 million (Ncube 2013).
Ncube defined ‘middle class’ as those who spend between $2 (sic) and $20 per day, with 20
percent in the $2-4/day range and 13 percent from $4-$20. Both ranges are poverty-level
in most African cities whose price levels leave them amongst the world’s most expensive.
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Figure 2: Armed Conflict Location Events Data (ACLED) in Africa, 1997-2010

Source: Berman et al (2014)
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Figure 3: Per capita GDP growth in Africa, 1981-2012, including ‘Middle Class’ hoax

Source: African Development Bank et al (2015)

As the super-cycle is now definitively over and as corporate investment more frantically
loots the continent (as argued below), the contradictions may well lead to more sociopolitical explosions. The idea of a ‘double-movement’ – i.e., social resistance against
marketisation, as suggested by Karl Polanyi (1944) in The Great Transformation – applies
to Africa in part because of International Monetary Fund (IMF) austerity and subsequent
‘IMF Riots’ that spread across the continent during the 1980s, leading to democratisation
movements in the 1990s. Another intense protest wave began in 2011. As reinterpreted by
Michael Burawoy (2014), the double movement will necessarily tackle climate change and
related problems such as the food shortages that are causing such intense battles in Darfur,
the Horn of Africa and so many other sites.
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Figure 4: Polanyi’s ‘double movement’ in the West, with socio-ecological uprisings anticipated

Source: Burawoy (2014)
In spite of African per capita GDP growth, atop the AfDB’s 2015 list of ‘top drivers’ of
protests were demands for ‘wage increases and better working conditions followed by
demands for better public services… [because] lived poverty at the grassroots remains
little changed.’ One of the central reasons for the disconnect between ‘Africa Rising’ and the
poverty experienced by the continent’s majority is looting: illicit financial flows (IFFs) as
well legal financial outflows in the form of profits and dividends sent to TransNational
Corporate (TNC) headquarters. These profits are mainly drawn from minerals and oil
ripped from the African soil. In 2015 Global Financial Integrity measured the IFFs alone
from 2004-13 as costing $21 billion per year in South Africa and $18 billion in Nigeria,
while Sub-Saharan Africa as a whole lost 6.1 percent of GDP annually to IFFs, more than 50
percent higher than the rate for poor countries in general (Kar and Spanjers, 2015: 8-9, 23).
A general case can be made against TNCs based on their excessive profiteering and
distortion of African economies. The worst form of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) tends
to come solely in search of raw materials. However, this process has begun to wane
because commodity prices crashed dramatically in the year 2014-15: oil by 50 percent,
iron ore by 40 percent, coal by 20 percent and copper, gold and platinum by 10 percent
(IMF 2015). Far greater falls can be traced to prior peaks in 2011. Worse is likely to come.
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Figure 5: Commodity price rise and crash

Source: Reserve Bank of Australia (2015)
The slowing of FDI inflows is promising in part because the 2002-11 commodity supercycle is now definitively over, so the extractive industries’ extreme pressures on people
and environments will probably slow dramatically. In some cases, however, corporate
desperation will intensify site-specific extractive industry malpractices, more extreme
forms of ecological degradation, social depravity and labour exploitation. Traumatic job
losses are on the cards – with the Anglo American Corporation (the largest on the continent
over most of the prior century) announcing in late 2015 that it would scale down mining
employment by more than half – but on the positive side, that could also mean less financial
looting of Africa, as was the case in 2008-10 when prices and profits were also lower. My
argument along these lines proceeds through ten points: excessive profits are exiting Africa
as IFFs; licit (legal) financial flows are also worthy of more concern; FDI continues to leave
Africa poorer; the need to pay TNCs their profits and dividends in hard currency recently
raised Africa’s foreign debt to unprecedented heights; South African subimperial
accumulation is worsening; new subsidised infrastructure and financing will exacerbate
African underdevelopment; uncompensated mineral and oil/gas (‘natural capital’)
depletion continues; and land grabs, militarisation and climate change are all growing
threats to the continent. Finally, only social resistance can halt and reverse these trends.
Illicit Financial Flows
First, the IFFs reflect many of the corrupt ways that wealth is withdrawn from Africa,
mostly in the extractives sector. These TNC tactics include mis-invoicing inputs, transfer
pricing and other trading scams, tax avoidance and evasion of royalties, bribery, ‘roundtripping’ investment through tax havens, and simple theft of profits via myriad gimmicks
aimed at removing resources from Africa. Examples abound:
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 in South Africa, Sarah Bracking and Khadija Sharife (2014) reported that De Beers
mis-invoiced $2.83 billion of diamonds over six years;
 the Alternative Information and Development Centre (2014) showed that Lonmin’s
platinum operations – notorious at Marikana not far from Johannesburg, where the
firm arranged a massacre of 34 of its wildcat-striking mineworkers in 2012 – has also
spirited hundreds of millions of dollars offshore to Bermuda since 2000.
 The Indian mining house Vedanta’s chief executive arrogantly bragged at a Bangalore
meeting how in 2006 he spent $25 million to buy Zambia’s Konkola Copper Mines,
which is Africa’s biggest largest, and then reaped at least $500 million profits from it
annually, apparently through an accounting scam (Lusaka Times 2014).
The most profound analysis of IFFs at continental scale has been carried out by Burundian
political economist Leonce Ndikumana, who with colleagues James Boyce and Adeth
Ndyiaye in 2014 showed how Africa is both ‘more integrated but more marginalised’ in
world trade due to exploitation. There are also policy-oriented NGOs working against IFF
across Africa and the South, including several with northern roots like Trust Africa’s ‘Stop
the Bleeding’ campaign, Global Financial Integrity, Tax Justice Network, Publish What You
Pay and Eurodad. IFFs are a source of research and economic critique that give hope to so
many who want Africa’s scarce revenues to be recirculated inside poor countries, not
siphoned away to offshore financial centres.
Nevertheless, the implicit theory of change adopted by the head offices of some such NGOs
is dubious, if they argue that because transparency is like a harsh light that can disinfect
corruption, their task is mainly a matter of making capitalism cleaner by bringing problems
like IFFs to light. To their credit, many NGOs and allied funders and grassroots activists
generated sufficient advocacy pressure to compel the African Union and UN Economic
Commission on Africa to commission an IFF study led by former South African president
Thabo Mbeki (2015). Reporting in mid-2015 and using a conservative methodology, his
estimate is that IFFs from Africa exceed $50 billion a year. The IFF looting is mostly – but
not entirely – related to the extractive industries. In an even more narrow accounting than
Mbeki’s, the African Development Bank and allies’ (2013) African Economic Outlook
estimated $319 billion was robbed from 2001-10, with the most theft in Metals, $84bn; Oil,
$79bn; Natural gas, $34bn; Minerals, $33bn; Petroleum and coal products, $20bn; Crops,
$17bn; Food products, $17bn; Machinery, $17bn; Clothing, $14bn; and Iron & steel, $13bn.
The charge that Africa is ‘Resource Cursed’ fits the data well.
From IFFs to LFFs
But second, even if IFFs were reduced, another reason that FDI leaves Africa much poorer
is what can be termed Licit Financial Flows (LFFs). These are legal profits and dividends
sent home to TNC headquarters after FDI begins to pay off. They are hard to pin down but
can be found within what’s called the ‘current account,’ along with trade. According to the
IMF’s (2015) Regional Economic Outlook, the last fifteen years or so witnessed relatively
evenly-balanced trade between Sub-Saharan African countries and the rest of the world,
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with a slight surplus (more exports than imports) from 2000-2008, and then a slight deficit,
growing in 2014. But the current account measures not only whether imports are greater
than exports, but also the flows of profits, dividends and interest. Sub-Saharan Africa had a
fair balance (and even in 2005-08 a surplus) but since 2011 has rapidly fallen into the
danger zone, with a current account deficit at 3.3 percent of GDP in 2014. The subcontinent’s two largest economies – Nigeria and South Africa – have suffered most due to
crashing mineral and oil prices in a context in which TNCs take home excessive profits.
Figure 6: Africa’s rising debt, trade deficit and current account deficit

Source: International Monetary Fund
FDI in retreat
Third, the difficulty in raising new hard currency to pay profits and dividends is increased
as FDI falls, from a $66 billion peak annual inflow in 2008 to a recent level around $50
billion. Globally, the decline in annual FDI was from a peak of $1.56 trillion in 2011 to $1.23
trillion in 2014 (Unctad 2015). This fall is due not only to shrinking commodities markets
and the end of the Chinese growth miracle. The UN Conference on Trade and Development
(Unctad 2015: 128) also records ‘an overall increasing share of regulatory and restrictive
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policies in total investment policy measures over the last decade’ as a result of ‘a new
realism about the economic and social costs of unregulated market forces’ although this
may also represent, in part, ‘investment protectionism.’ This applies less in Africa, although
South Africa has become more restrictive about trade as a result of deindustrialisation.
Table: Indications of waning global-scale FDI

Source: UN Conference on Trade and Development (2015)
Foreign debt explodes
Fourth, the current account deficit in turn requires that state elites attract yet more new
FDI, so as to have hard currency on hand to pay back old FDI (usually as profit and dividend
outflows), or if that is less available, as now appears the case, to take on new foreign
borrowings. So as to cover the payments deficits and slight trade deficit, Africa’s foreign
debt is soaring. For Sub-Saharan Africa, what was a foreign debt in the $170-210 billion
range from 1995-2005 (when G7 debt relief lowered it by 10 percent) rose to nearly $400
billion by 2015.
In the case of the largest African debtor, South Africa, foreign debt rose from $25 billion in
1995 to $35 billion in 2005 and then soared to approximately $150 billion today, i.e. from
20 percent of GDP in 2005 to more than 40 percent now. The last time this ratio was
reached was in 1985, and the result – thanks also to anti-apartheid activist sanctions
pressure against bankers – was that South African president PW Botha defaulted on $13
billion of short-term debt coming due and imposed exchange controls. The move signaled
to the English-speaking capitalist class that the end of apartheid was near and thus they
should hasten to make favourable post-apartheid arrangements with the African National
Congress (then in exile). Unfortunately, those arrangements entailed drawing South Africa
much deeper into the world economy, and amongst at least ten decisions (sometimes
termed ‘Faustian Pacts’) taken by the Presidency, Finance Ministers and Reserve Bank
Governors during the 1990s, the first was most damaging:




repay $25 billion of inherited apartheid-era foreign debt (October 1993)
give the SA Reserve Bank ‘independence’ in the interim constitution (November 1993)
borrow $850 million from the IMF with tough neoliberal conditions (December 1993)
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reappoint apartheid-era finance minister Derek Keys and SARB governor Chris Stals
after firm IMF advice (May 1994)
join the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (later renamed the World Trade
Organisation) on highly disadvantageous terms (August 1994)
lower primary corporate taxes from 48 percent to 29 percent and maintain the most
important of apartheid priviliges for white people and corporations (1994-99)
privatise peripheral parts of the state and demutualise two huge insurance companies,
Old Mutual and Sanlam (1995-99)
relax exchange controls (the ‘finrand’) and, as a result of capital flight within a year,
raise interest rates to historic levels (March 1995)
adopt the neoliberal Growth, Employment and Redistribution (‘Gear’) strategy and a
variety of other neoliberal economic, social and environmental policies (June 1996)
grant permission to South Africa’s largest companies to move their financial
headquarters and primary stock market listings to London and New York (1999)

Figure 7: South Africa’s emerging foreign debt crisis (ratio of debt to GDP)

Source: Reserve Bank of South Africa (2015)
Exploitation also comes from within Africa
Fifth, more nuance is important in terms of which firms are doing the looting. Western
TNCs looted Africa for centuries, and continue. But the single biggest country-based source
of FDI in Africa is internal, from South Africa. A dozen companies with Johannesburg Stock
Exchange listings draw out very high levels of FDI profits: British American Tobacco, SAB
Miller breweries, the MTN and Vodacom cellphone networks, Naspers newspapers, four
banks (Standard, Barclays, Nedbank and FirstRand), the Sasol oil company and the local
residues of the Anglo American Corporation empire.
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Figure 8: Leading South African (JSE-listed) companies in other African countries

Source: CityPress
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The result is the systematic internal exploitation of the rest of Africa by South African
capital, especially as the main retail chains – e.g. Walmart-owned Massmart and its
affiliates – use the larger market in the south to achieve production economies of scale
production that then swamp and destroy Africa’s residual basic-needs manufacturing
sector. This is a form of looting also based on the IFF strategies used against South Africa by
TNCs. Amongst others, South Africa’s MTN cellphone service was reported by the
Amabhungane (2015) investigative journalist network to have Mauritian and Dubai
financial offices which systematically skim profits for dubious tax-avoidance purposes from
high-profit operations in Nigeria, Uganda and South Africa (Mauritian company taxes are 3
percent with no capital gains). This was a blatant practice when MTN’s chairperson was
Cyril Ramaphosa, subsequently South Africa’s deputy president from 2014. He was also a 9
percent owner of Lonmin when similar Bermuda platinum ‘marketing’ operations were a
source of tax avoidance payments (AIDC 2014). More than $100 million in a World Bank
credit line raised by Lonmin in 2007 was meant to construct more than 5000 housing units,
but just three were built, under Ramaphosa’s direct responsibilty (Bond 2014a).
When in November 2015, MTN was then fined more than $4 billion by Abuja authorities
due to its failure to disconnect more than 5 million unregistered Nigerian customers during
the state’s attempt to crack down on cellphone use by Boko Haram terrorists, there were
few defenders of the firm. Indeed, when South African capital flows elsewhere in Africa, it
carries the baggage of its home base and so when xenophobia broke out in 2015, there
were many branch plants of Johannesburg firms that became targets of protest by
Nigerians, Zimbabweans, Malawians, Mozambicans and Zambians concerned about their
relatives’ safety.
Hostility to Johannesburg capital is logical because its leadership was named the world’s
most corrupt according to several crucial indicators compiled by PricewaterhouseCoopers
in 2014: as 80 percent of managers admitted to the firm that they commit economic crimes
and South African firms were the ‘world leaders in money-laundering, bribery and
corruption, procurement fraud, asset misappropriation and cyber crime’ (Hosken 2014).
The standard advice for visitors to Johannesburg is to be on high alert for ‘tsotsis’
(criminals) and this is no more true than in the city’s central business district of Sandton
where they are usually identifiable by their clothing (suits) and skin colour (white).
At the same time, since the late 1990s, South Africa’s current account deficit has soared
because the country’s biggest companies nearly without exception relocated to London or
New York, and took LFFs with them: Anglo American and its historic partner De Beers, plus
SAB Miller, Investec bank, Old Mutual insurance, Didata IT, Mondi paper, Liberty Life
insurance, Gencor (BHP Billiton) and a few others. As a result, in mid-2015, the South
African Reserve Bank (2015) revealed that Johannesburg firms were in 2012-14 drawing in
only half as much in internationally-sourced profits (‘dividend receipts’) as TNCs were
taking out of South Africa. But that was an improvement from the 2009-11 period, when
local TNCs pulled in only a third of what foreigners took out. One reason is that
Johannesburg firms have been busier in the rest of Africa in the past few years, as mining,
cellphones, banking, brewing, construction, tobacco, tourism and other services from South
Africa became more available up-continent.
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Figure 9: South African firms raise dividends drawn from Africa, 2009-11 and 2012-14

Source: South African Reserve Bank (2015)
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Figure 10: South African dividend payments to non-residents, 2007-14

Source: South African Reserve Bank (2015)
Inclement public subsidisation and private financing of destructive FDI
Sixth, a continual threat to the continent is more frenetic mining and petroleum extraction
notwithstanding falling prices, as a result of state subsidies. The largest will go to the
‘Program for Infrastructure Development in Africa’ (PIDA). The donor-supported, trilliondollar strategy is mainly aimed at extraction. New roads, railroads, pipelines and bridges
are planned, but they largely emanate from mines, oil/gas rigs and plantations, and are
mainly directed towards ports. Electricity generation is overwhelmingly biased towards
projected mining and smelting needs, although the case of Eskom – perpetually facing loadshedding in early 2015 – is illustrative, as demand for its product fell at least five percent in
late 2015 as shafts and foundries were shuttered due to adverse economic conditions.
Subsidies of the sort envisaged in PIDA could bring back the worst of the FDI, especially
from Brazil-Russia-India-China-South Africa (BRICS) companies like Brazil’s Vale mining
(in Mozambique), Russia’s Rosatom nuclear (in a proposed $100 billion deal with Pretoria),
India’s Vedanta (extremely exploitative in Zambia), various Chinese parastatals (to
illustrate, the military has looted Zimbabwe’s diamonds and the largest dam builder was
banned by the World Bank in 2014 due to African bribery), and the profusion of unethical
Johannesburg firms. One route they anticipate receiving indirect financing subsidies – i.e.,
loans at preferential rates – is via the BRICS New Development Bank. For example, one new
director, South Africa’s Tito Mboweni, told Bloomberg (2015) that the proposed $100
billion Russia-South African nuclear deal ‘falls squarely within the mandate of the NDB.’
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Figure 11: ‘Useful Africa’

Source: Le Monde Diplomatique, February 2011
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Figure 12: Programme for Infrastructure Development in Africa energy projects

Source: Programme for Infrastructure Development in Africa
BRICS is already appearing to many in Africa as an intensified version of Western TNCs’
exploitative experiences (e.g. Bond and Garcia 2015). A variety of commentators from the
left – Walden Bello (2014), Horace Campbell (2014), Radhika Desai (2013), Mark Weisbrot
(2014), William Martin (2013) and Mike Whitney (2015) – have endorsed the new BRICS
financial institutions. Yet their arguments have not confronted contradictions such as the
financing of destructive African projects or the upholding the West’s destructive world
monetary system and inadequate climate change policy. The Contingent Reserve
Arrangement, for example, requires BRICS countries in financial trouble (such as South
Africa will be when sort-term foreign debt payments are difficult) to go to the IMF for a
structural adjustment loan and policy once they have exhausted 30 percent of their
borrowing quota.
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Any new public institution should potentially be welcome, if it grapples with market
failures especially related to development finance. For example, private financing from
South Africa is becoming instrumental to extraction across the continent, now that the SA
Reserve Bank is liberalising exchange controls with the rest of Africa in mind. But as the
climate campaigning group 350.org Africa (2014) points out, ‘South African banks are
greenwashing their work while funding Africa’s growing addiction to fossil fuels at the
same time,’ by targeting ‘massive coal power stations, oil refineries and drilling rigs.’ These
include Nedbank, Barclays (owner of ABSA) and Standard Bank which together invested
more than $1 billion in coal project alone in the period 2005-13. It is fair to predict that the
BRICS NDB and PIDA will amplify the problems given the prevailing power structure.
Uncompensated natural capital depletion
Seventh, the financing and FDI aimed at extraction are responsible for depletion of nonrenewable resources without the kinds of reinvestment that are more common in sites like
Norway, Australia and Canada, whose economies are also resource-based but not nearly so
Resource Cursed as Africa, in large part because they host headquarters of mining and
petroleum TNCs. Many BRICS corporations appear oriented to rapid depletion of Africa’s
‘natural capital,’ a term used by economists to describe natural resource endowments.
Although the end of the commodity super-cycle will mean a lower rate of extraction, this
should not blind Africans to the continent’s residual colonial-era bias towards the removal
of non-renewable minerals, oil and gas, the exploitation of which leaves Africa far poorer in
net terms than anywhere else on earth. That bias towards non-renewable resource
depletion without reinvestment meant the continent’s net wealth fell rapidly after 2001.
Even the World Bank (2011, 2014) admits (in its Wealth of Nations series) that 88 percent
of Sub-Saharan African countries suffering net negative wealth accumulation in 2010. What
is termed ‘Adjusted Net Savings’ rose in Latin America and East Asia, in contrast.
Figure 13: Adjusted Net Savings as percentage of Gross National Income, 1970-2007

Source: World Bank (2011)
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Figure 14: Decomposition of Sub-Saharan African per capita wealth, 2010

Source: World Bank (2014)
The crisis continues through land grabs, climate change and militarisation
Eighth through tenth, there are several other devastating features of contemporary African
political economy and political ecology, in the form of land grabs, militarisation and climate
change. The most immediate threats face the African peasantry, especially women, and
especially those in areas attractive to foreign investors. Already, small farmers are being
displaced in sites like Ethiopia and Mozambique as a result of land grabs by Middle Eastern
countries and India, South Africa and China (Ferrando 2013). The growing role of the US
military’s Africa Command in dozens of African countries bears testimony to Washington’s
overlapping desire to maintain control amidst rising Islamic fundamentalism from the
Sahel to Kenya, which are, coincidentally, theatres of war in the vicinity of large petroleum
reserves (Turse 2013, 2014).
Climate change will affect the most vulnerable Africans in the poorest countries, who are
already subject to extreme stress as a result of war-torn socio-economic fabrics in West
Africa, the Great Lakes and the Horn of Africa. The Pentagon-funded University of Texas’s
Strauss Center (2013) is acutely concerned about the extent to which social unrest will
emerge, as a result.
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Figure 15: Areas of Africa most vulnerable to climate change

Source: University of Texas (2013)
Ending the looting and roasting of Africa
Finally, to halt the uncompensated depletion, to address climate change properly (e.g. with
systematic demands for climate debt reparations to be paid to African climate victims) and
to prevent the BRICS from adopting explicitly subimperial accumulation strategies will
require more coherence from those engaged in a variety of African uprisings, especially
those noted in the first section of this paper.
It should be noted, however, that former South Centre director Yash Tandon (2014) has
argued, with passion, that the ‘subimperialism’ allegation about BRICS is unconvincing:
‘Bond and his colleagues are inventing a category that simply does not exist. It is a
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distraction from real issues of concern to progressive forces everywhere.’ I obviously
disagree (Bond 2014b), and believe that the correlation of forces in coming years will
justify the concept’s use in concrete progressive struggles, especially in the extractive
industries.
One process along these lines is traditional class conflict, and as noted at the outset of this
paper, the demand for higher wages and better working conditions consistently ranked as
the main reason for African protests in recent years, including the fabled Tunisian revolt in
2011 catalysed by Mohammed Bouazizi’s self-immolation. Both Tunisia and Egypt
generated such intense revolutionary bursts of energy because their independent labour
movements were also ascendant. Across Africa, however, much labour movement activism
is still rooted in micro-shopfloor and industry-level sectoral demands. Shifting to a broader
ideological terrain, to national policy contestation and to Africa-wide solidarity is much
harder, as the South African xenophobic upsurges of 2008, 2010 and 2015 (and in
between) show.
Table: Africa’s relative labour militancy, 2013, amongst 148 countries
(10 most pliable working classes, along with 39 African countries, with 1 as most militant)
Source: World Economic Forum (2013)

1 Switzerland 6.0
2 Singapore 6.0
3 Denmark 5.8
4 Norway 5.8
5 Netherlands 5.7
6 Sweden 5.7
7 Qatar 5.6
8 Hong Kong 5.6
9 Japan 5.6
10 Austria 5.5
28 The Gambia 5.0
32 Rwanda 4.9
36 Côte d’Ivoire 4.8
38 Mauritius 4.8
45 Seychelles 4.6
54 Mali 4.5
57 Senegal 4.5
63 Sierra Leone 4.4
66 Madagascar 4.4
67 Zambia 4.3
69 Ghana 4.3
73 Kenya 4.2
78 Liberia 4.2
85 Libya 4.2
91 Morocco 4.1
93 Uganda 4.1

95 Malawi 4.1
100 Nigeria 4.1
102 Guinea 4.0
104 Namibia 4.0
108 Botswana 4.0
110 Burkina Faso 4.0
114 Gabon 3.9
116 Tanzania 3.9
117 Egypt 3.8
118 Cape Verde 3.8
119 Tunisia 3.8
121 Ethiopia 3.8
122 Lesotho 3.8
123 Zimbabwe 3.7
126 Cameroon 3.7
127 Benin 3.7
130 Mozambique 3.6
137 Algeria 3.4
141 Chad 3.3
142 Mauritania 3.3
143 Burundi 3.2
145 Angola 3.1
148 South Africa 2.6
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Nevertheless, Africa is ripe for a renewed focus on class struggle. The World Economic
Forum’s (WEF’s) regular Global Competitiveness Reports rank African workers as
extremely militant. The WEF asks representative samples of corporate managers to rate
‘Cooperation in labour-employer relations’ in each country, measured on a scale of 1 to
7, from ‘generally confrontational’ to ‘generally cooperative’. Of the 39 African countries
surveyed, 30 were higher than (or at) the world mean level of militancy (4.3). From
2012-14, South Africa ranked as the most militant working class of more than 140
surveyed each year, rising from the 7th spot in the rankings in 2011.
Once this vital component of ‘Africans Uprising,’ organised labour, rises in unison with
community, environmental, women’s and other groups against the Africa Rising
constituency of extractive industries and neoliberal policy managers, a different set of
policies will be advocated. An egalitarian economic argument will be increasingly easier
to make now that global capitalism is itself forcing Africa towards rebalancing. This will
compel, ultimately, a much more courageous economic policy:
•
•
•
•
•

in the short term, reimpose exchange controls to better control both IFFs and LFFs,
then lower interest rates to boost growth, audit ‘Odious Debt’ before further
repayment, and better control imports and exports;
adopt an ecologically sensitive industrial policy aimed at import substitution,
sectoral re-balancing, social needs and true sustainability;
increase state social spending, paid for by higher corporate taxes, crosssubsidisation and more domestic borrowing (and loose-money ‘Quantitative
Easing’, too, if necessary and non-inflationary);
reorient infrastructure to meet unmet basic needs, and expand/maintain/improve
the energy grid, sanitation, public transport, clinics, schools, recreational facilities
and internet; and
in places like South Africa and Nigeria rife with fossil fuels, adopt ‘Million Climate
Jobs’ strategies to generate employment for a genuinely green ‘Just Transition’.

These are radical-sounding policies. But assuming state power can be won in a
democratic election, they are attractive to those Africans with even a ‘Keynesian’
worldview aiming to rescue capitalism from its most self-destructive instincts. Indeed,
John Maynard Keynes (1933) was the most brilliant economist of the last century, when
it came to saving capitalism from its worst excesses. As he put it in his 1933 Yale Review
essay, entitled ‘National Self-Sufficiency’: ‘I sympathise with those who would minimise,
rather than with those who would maximise, economic entanglement among nations.
Ideas, knowledge, science, hospitality, travel – these are the things which should of their
nature be international. But let goods be homespun whenever it is reasonably and
conveniently possible and, above all, let finance be primarily national.’
Today we might term this the ‘globalisation of people and de-globalisation of capital’,
and it is a perfect way to sloganise a sound short-term economic strategy appropriate
for what we might hope will be a post-FDI world. In Africa, the name Samir Amin – the
continent’s greatest political economist – has argued for this sort of delinking strategy
since the 1960s. It is time those arguments are dusted off and put to work, to help
Africans continue to uprise against the Africa Rising meme and all that it represents.
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Those who would dispute this line of argument must confront evidence of the futility of
Africa’s export-led economic fantasies, whether via the West or BRICS economies, in
view of the continuing Great Recession: the dramatic downturn in world trade over the
past year, the decline in rich country GDP to a 2 percent annual level and recessionary
conditions in emerging markets. And as a final clarion call for radical re-envisaging of
African political economy, there is also a political-ecological imperative to reboot the
fossil fuel-addicted sectors of the economy, as the world necessarily moves to postcarbon life. The Naomi Klein (2014) book This Changes Everything bears witness to the
need to restructure a great many areas of life:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

energy (oil/coal to renewables)
transport (private to public, shipping to local production)
urban form (from sprawling suburbs to compact cities)
housing/services (from hedonism to socio-ecological)
agriculture/food (from semi-feudal, sugar-saturated, carbon-intensive plantationgrown to organic, cooperative and vegetarian-centric)
production (from multinational-corporate capitalist logic to ‘Just Transition’
localisation, eco-social planning and cooperation)
consumption (from advertisement-driven, high-carbon, import-intensive and
materialistic to de-commodified basic-needs guarantees and eco-socially sound
consumption norms)
disposal (from planned obsolesence to ‘zero-waste’)
health, education, arts and social policy (from capitalist-determined to post-carbon,
post-capitalist)
social/private space (from durable race/class/gender segregation to public space,
recreation, desegregation and human liberation)

This, then, is the major challenge for Africans who rise up against injustice, especially
those forms which can generate solidarity with the rest of the world’s progressive
people. It is only in sketching out contradictions and opportunities that we can project
forward several decades. But at this critical juncture as the commodity super-cycle’s
denouement now makes obvious the need for change, at least it is evident that Africans
are not lying down.
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